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Process and Timeline

- Timeline shifted with the Protocol document (08 -> 09 -> 11). Nothing urgent.
- Synchronize the RFCs of the Architecture and Protocols (approx. 6 months).
- Current pass on the protocol document until Monday December 7th.
- Plan remains valid: as discussed multiple times...
  - After this pass from the editors, email to the mailing list encouraging to review and open issues in the Github of the document. (Advice is to sync with me before writing PRs to avoid conflicts.)
  - Expected first iteration between Dec 7th and end of January. Then recurse until completion.

Editorial

- Determine what is missing from the document and what should be (re)moved.
- Describe security guarantees and expectations with much more precision.
- Recommendations for privacy related Application metadata.
- Updates due to the existence of server-assist and federation documents.